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4 days Zhangjiajie national parks tour
https://windhorsetour.com/zhangjiajie-tour/zhangjiajie-national-parks-tour
Zhangjiajie
Zhangjiajie is famous for its unique tourism resources, the first national forest park in China. It is dominated by the rare quartz sandstone peaks and
valleys in the world, it's famous with “expanded bonsai and narrowed mountains”.
Type
Private
Duration
4 days
Theme
Natural scenery, Photography
Trip code
ZJJ-01
Price
From £ 332 per person

Itinerary
This 4 days tour combines an adventure to world-famous dreamland that inspired the floating mountains in the Hollywood movie Avatar. You
will also see the Golden Whip Creek, one of the most beautiful canyons in the world in the Zhangjiajie National Forest Park. You will walk on
the glass plank road built on the cliffs in mountain Tianmen, you will see the deep valley under your feet and feel the excitement and the joy of
experience in the valley.

Day 01 : Arrive in Zhangjiajie

Upon arrival, be welcomed by a local driver and then drop off you to the hotel. Overnight in Zhangjiajie.

Day 02 : Tianzi Mountain / Yuanjiajie
Morning the guide and driver will pick up you in the hotel lobby and drive to the National Forest Park, catch a cable car to Tianzi Mountain,
sightseeing in the western sea, hundreds of peaks give majestic air. Tianzi Mountain is defined as miniaturized fairyland and expanded
bonsai. In the afternoon transfer to Yuanjiajie for the most iconic Hallelujah Mountains in the famous movie, Avatar the core scenic area of
world natural heritage site, the main viewpoints are Zhangjiajie back garden, soul-lost terrace, Hallelujah mountain peak, the- number- one –
bridge, we will have a chance to take super Bailong elevator. Late afternoon transfer back to your hotel. Overnight in Zhangjiajie.

Day 03 : Zhangjiajie National Forest Park - visit Huangshizhai, Golden Whip Creek and Four Creeks Gate (B)
Zhangjiajie is famous for its mist-shrouded 'peak-forests' that are rarely found anywhere else. Take a cable car to the summit of Huangshizhai
for a panoramic view of the mountainside and mysterious primeval forests. Golden Whip Creek, which is named after a whip-shaped rock by
the creek, is a deep valley of exotic flowers and plants, caves, ponds, and interesting rock formations. Four Creeks Gate is the confluence of
the four creeks of the valley. After that, you may choose to visit one of the local Tu minority's house to get close to their life and have dinner
there to taste the local typical food (price is not included, optional). Overnight in Zhangjiajie.

Day 04 : Full Days sightseeing at Tianmen Mountain
Morning you may have an optional adventurous walk through the Glass Bridge at Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon if time permits (it is about 40
minutes' walk, price is not included, optional). Then drive to Tianmen Mountain, which is located just eight kilometers south of Zhangjiajie
Village. Tianmen Mountain Scenic Area has been designated as the second national forest park in Zhangjiajie. Rising nearly 1,520 meters
(about 4,987 feet), Tianmen is the highest peak in Zhangjiajie and is regarded as the 'soul' of Zhangjiajie. There are many graceful trees, karst
hillocks and medicinal herbs and plants on the mountain. Tianmen also has its 'four wonders' - Tianmen Mountain Cableway, Tongtian Dadao
(Avenue Leading to the Sky), Tianmen Cave and Bonsai Garden on Air. In addition, you will be arranged to visit cultural scenic spots Tianmen Mountain Temple and have a short challenging walk through the glass walk balcony. Afterward, send off you to the airport or train
station for departure. End the service with WindhorseTour.
https://windhorsetour.com/zhangjiajie-tour/zhangjiajie-national-parks-tour
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